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DANIEL H. WEINBERG

Nat;"r),ll Burp.HI lit I«)[lOlnll Rp'.l'.H,h
,wei ..\hl ,\,~(l( l.ll('~. Inl

Toward a Simultaneous Model of
Intraurban Household Mobility

ABSTRACT: It has been suggested that a hOllSf'hold's decisions to
move its residence and workplace locations are interrf'lated. Som,.' econ
omists, howf'vf'r, mainly as a ITldtter of thenretil.al convenience, have a~

sumed il specific (allsillity in Ihis rdation<hip, from w[)rkplaCl~ 10 rf'~i

dence ("workplace domi,lance"l. An empirical analysis, as reported in this
paper, suggests that the workplace dominance concept is of limited ,lp
plicability. All groups. with the possible exception of black ff'male renters,
make their residenti,ll and workplace mobility dccisions interdepemJt.ntly.
However, some groups, most notably bl'lCk men, ,lp!War to be con
strained in their loeational decisions.

NOTE: The work ,eported h.,,,, is IhlS..d 00 tl,,· ,llJth",'~ dlK lor.,! tI,,,,,,tatl<'o Supp"'t w." po,virl..rl by Y,ll,'
Univer~ity and the National BurN" nf [conmTlj< R~"',,,( h I would like to thank in p,1I tl( "I", R" h.ud [('v,n.lobn R
Meyer, Richard Nel~on, ~nd lohn Quigl.,y; the m('mlwrs oi the Bu,,',w's Itolif [(wlmg (Ol1lm,tt"" I(,,,'gnry Kin·
gram. lohn F. Kolin. and Mahlon R. St"1<zh('lrn!; olnd Ih.. n'l'mlwrs of th... Ao,,'d '''ading ,onmlilt('., l(b,,,'11
Mcfadden. Rudoiph A. O~w,'ld, and G Edwa:d Srhuhl for th"ir ill'Ipfui (omml'nts ,lnd E<t",M",kowltz fm ('0,1·

ing the ma"u~er!pt.
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III INTRODUCTION

During the 1960s, many researchers turned their attention to the development
of economic theories of spatial location and urban structure. Several theories
were developed (e.g., Alonso 1964 and Muth 1969), but they have several
limitations, including the assumption of centralized production and employ
ment, concentration on long-run equilibrium solutions, and lack of concern for
many distinguishing features of an urban area such as racial segregation and
differences in local public goods. To fill some of these voids, the National
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) undertook in the late 1960s to construct
an urban simulation model (Ingram et al. 1972l. Specifically, the Detroit Pro
totype version of the NBER model allowed for many kinds of households and
heterogeneity in the housing stock; it incorporated explicit microeconomic
analyses of the locational decisions and housing supply actiVities invoived; and
it focused on the short-run dynamics of disequilibrium in the housing market. A
major shortcoming (explicitly recognized) of those early NBER cfforts was the
assumption that workplace changes caused residential changes but not vice
versa; this has been termed the "workplace dominance" assumption. In the
model. each household head's workplace location is exogenously determined.
A major determinant of the household's residential location is thus the
transport cost of the work trip.

A reasonable hypothesis can also be advanced that significant changes in
residential location can sometimes cause households to change workplace lo
cation. Indeed, it has been suggested that certain ethnic and racial groups are
constrained in their housing choices and often must make workplace-location
decisions subject to an already known residential location. Households for
which housing choices are somehow limited in this way may be termed
"residence dominated." In fact, the NBER modelers believed that nonwhite
households are better characterized as "residence dominated," and they there
fore excluded those households from their model. Also excluded were house
holds headed by retirees or those with no workplace.! In short, the journey to
work might be adjusted by changing the place of work, the place of residence,
or both. The major purpose of this paper is to evaluate the viability or applica
bility of the workplace dominance assumption by studying both residential
and workplace mobility and their interdependent role in a household's
decision-making process.l

A conceptual model of household behavior can be used to analyze a house
hold's mobility decisions. Let the household utility maximization problem be
defined as the following constrained maximization problem:

Max Uh = U(H,. Zl
Z, ;

subject to
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Y, - !rr., == Puff, + Tx; + PzZ + Ir."

where H, = H(Pc, At Net G,l, and the variables are defined as follows:

U == utility function of household h.

H; == bundle of housin~ services consumed ilt location; in jurisdiction ;, as a func
tion of Pc == physical characteristics, such as lot size, number of rooms, etc:.' A

.== accessibility, varying over i; Ne, = neighborhood characteristics, also v;ry~
Ing over t; and G1 = public goods and services in jurisdiction j.

Y", = household income at a particular workplace location (wI.

!r,,,, = household work-trip transport cost, dependent on both the residential loca
tion Wand workplace location (w) of the household.

PH == vector of housing service prices; hence pI/H, is the rent paid for the housing
bundle represented by H"

Tx, = taxes paid in jurisdiction j.
Z = composite good representing all other goods, including savings..

Pz = price of the composite good.
tr", = miscellaneous transport costs (including shopping, personal and recreational

trip costs), which may be expected to volry over alternate residential locations.

In this model, the individual household is assumed to view the government

sector as exogenous, that is, the household cannot affect the levels of goods
and services (G) or taxes (Tx). It either accepts last period's C and Tx or it forms

an expectation of change based on whatever information it has obtained. Like
wise, it is assumed that neighborhood characteristics are not affected by a
single household, and because of the short-run character of this model, the

vector of housing services prices (p~ and the prices of other goods are viewed
as exogenous by the household. 3

The household in equilibrium has no incentive to change its consumption of
housing or the composite good. The equilibrium of the household is subject to

dislocation by shocks that are both internal and external to the household.
After a dislocation, the household has an incentive to adjust consumption of
either the composite good or the housing bundle. In its choice. it considers all

the feasible combinations of workplace- and residence-location pairs that are

in its opportunity set.
The costs of adjusting the housing bundle (e.g., search and moving costs) are

not insignificant. However, a household can change both its residential and its

workplace location so as to restore itself to an equilibrium position. For small to
medium dislocations, the household may attempt to alter the housing bundle

it is presently consuming by, for example, house improvements, depreciation,
or a change in workplace location affecting the journey to work. For medium to

large dislocations, the advantages of relocation may outweigh the costs and in
duce the household to move. Large adjustments in the consumption of hous
ing usually require a residential move. On the other hand, a change in residen

tial location, occurring either as a response to disequilibrium or to an ex-



TABLE 1 Disequilibrating Influences on th~!~~s~~~_I~________ _ _
-------------- ~----_.. _---_._.-._-- --

Shock (changed v.1riablcl

[x(;gl'"UU~ to t!le houw!lold
1_ An ('ssibility to work places
2_ Neighhorhood ch'lrallt'ristirs
3_ Puhlic goods and sPrvi(es
4_ Prices of housing servin's (housing supply ,1Ild/or

demand}
5 Prices of other goods
6_ Transportation costs
7_ Taxes

Endogenous to the housphd!d
8_ Prefl'rences
9_ Journey to work

Indirect influences
10_ Income ~Iabor supply ;iIld/or dprnand)

Chanrwl uf Shock

I !ou,ing hund!e
HOUSing hundle
Housing bllndl('

BlIdgpt constraint
Budge>t constraint
Budget constraint
Budget constraint

Utility hindion
Budget con<;traint

Budget ron<;{raint

ogenous factor (such as fire or demolition of the dwelling unit) will affect the
journey to work and often create an incentive for a workplace-location
change_ Renters normally have lower transaction cmts than owners~ and are
therefore more likely to move for a given dislocation_ Because only a limited

number of dwelling units are available at anyone timp, households do not._ of
course, necessarily achieve eqUilibrium positions when they move_

The major shocks that could make a previously satisfactory residential or

employment location unacceptable to a household Ct10 be deduced by ex
amining the maximiziltion problem presented above_ A tabulation of these

pOSSibilities is shown in Table 1_ Disequilibrating inill/cnces can be classified
into three types:

1_ Shocks that change the position or slope of the budget line such <\s
change in prices, workplace location, or income (/ines 4, 5. 6, 7, 9, and lOin
Table 1);

L Shocks that change the position or slope of the indifference curve, such
as a change in preference, resulting from changes in life-cycle stage (line B in
Table 1);

3_ Shocks that change the utilily of a given housing bundle to the house

hold, such as a change in the acceSSibility of a residence location to workplaces
or a change in neighborhood characteristics (lines 1, 2, and 3 in T<lole 1L

Examination of the possible sources of these shocks suggests an empirical
model of mobility in which the probability of a change in the housphold's resi

dential or workplace location is thE- dependent variable and sources of the

shocks are independent variables conditioned on the levels of the sociopco-
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nomic variah!p$. In thp H'In;lindpr of thi5 pappr I ,1ttPmpt to pstimatp 511\h <1

model. Guidance in the selection of independent variables was obtained from
the literature on mohility.'

un DATA SOURCES AND ECONOMETRIC PROCEDURES

In 1965, the Bay Area Transportation Study Commision (BATSC) conducted
both a large origm-and-destination survey and a smaller home interview survey
of San Francisco Bay Area households. The data from the former survey hav~

been extensively studied elsewhere (Goldstein 1970; Straszheim 1974, 1975l.
In the interview survey, an effort was made to obtain a retrospective t.en-year
(1956-1965) history of residences and employment, as well as a personal
history, for a sample of 3,187 households'"

The description of each residence includes dates and type of tenure (owner
ship versus rental), value or rent, age of structure, structural type. number of
rooms, lot size, and location. All locations are given by census tract. The ten
year employment history includes the beginning and end date of each joh held
by the household head, hours worked (full time versus part time), job tenure
(temporary versus permanent), location of employment (census tract), busi
ness or industry of the employer, and occupation of the employee. Finally, for
each person who was in the household during the ten-year period, the record
includes that person's sex, age, relationship to the head of household, date of
entry into the household, and when appropriate, date of departure from the
household. In addition, the race, marital status, and education of the head of
household, as well as the household's combined income, are availahle ior the
date of the survey, 1965. Of course, all information obtained from retrospec
tive surveys must be evaluated with care, owing to pOSSible forgetfulness by
the respondent.

A travel time matrix showing travel times between 291 BATSC map zones
for 1965 was obtained from BATSC (a BATSC zone is an aggregation of one or
more of the 819 Bay Area census tractsl. These travel times are the peak-hour
zone-to-zone times for auto and public transportation weighted by the modal
split for interzonal travel. The survey area consisted of the nine counties
covered by four Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs): the San Fran
cisco-Oakland SMSA (Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, and San
Mateo counties); the San Jose SMSA (Santa Clara County); the Santa Rosa
SMSA (Sonoma County); and the Vailejo-~.Japa SMSA (Napa and Solano coun
tiesl.

As noted, one hypothesized determinant of residential mobility is a change
in neighborhood quality. To measure that effect, the median income of house
holds in each census tract was obtained from the United States Census of Pop-



TABLE 2 Description of Independent Variables

Age of head of household
Family size minus 1.0·
Decrease in family size
Increase in family size
Education of head of household
Income of household, 1965
Occupation of head of household
Mortgage rate, current year·
Change in mortgage rate from previous year·
Unemployment rate, current year·
Change in unemployment rate from previous year"
Index of neighborhood quality change"
Measure of prior mobilit),a
Residence move, current year (RESID)
Residence move, previous year (RESIDX)
Workplace move, current year (WKPl)
Workplace move, previous year (WKPlX)

aThese are continuous variables: the others Me subdivided Into (atego,,"s.

Residence
Mobility
Equation

x
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Workplace
Mobility
Equation

x

X

x

X
X

X
X

ulation in 1950, 1960, and 1970 (see detailed list in the References). Levels of

median income in the census tracts were ranked from 1 to 5 as follows: 1, well
below average; 2, below average; 3, average; 4, above average; and 5, well

above average? If a cenSU5 tract is taken as an acceptable definition of a neigh

borhood, the assumption may be made that a rise in rank, e.g., from category 3
in 1950 to category 4 in 1960, represents an increase in the "neighborhood

quality" of that tract over the indicated years. Similarly, a fall in rank represents
a decrease in neighborhood quality.

The other variables- measures of tightness of the labor and the housing

markets-were available on a regional basis. For labor markets, information on
unemployment rates is available from the State of California Employment De
velopment Department. For housing markets, monthly data were obtained

from the Federal Housing Administration on the effective yields on mortgages
for the western area of the United States.8

The model to be estimated contains two equations. The dependent varia

bles are RESID, a dummy variable for a move of the residence, defined as equal
ing 1.0 if the household moves its residence a.nd zero otherwise; and WKPL, a

similarly defined dummy variable for a move of the workplace. A summary de
scription of the independent variables included in each equation is contained

in Table 2. The sample was stratified by race or ethnicity (white, black, Orien-
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tat and Spanish surnamed), sex of the head, ,md prior tenure (renter or owner).
[leven of these sixteen subpopulations werl' l;uge enol'gh tn qllrly, that is, h<ld
more than ten observations in each of the eight years (1957-·1964) under in
vestigation.

In this study, the dependent variable can take on only two possible values,
move or no move. In econometric studies, a commonly used approach for han
dling such dependent variables is the linear probability function, in which the
expected value of the dependent variable, y, is taken to be a linear function of
the regressors, X= (Xl' ..., x,.). The conditional expectation of y given the x's
may be interpreted as the conditional probability that the event will occur
given the x's. Because of several theoretical problems arising with this ap
proach, the logistic model is often suggested as an alternative. However, the
latter is computationally complex and expensive to use for large samples and
the parameters are difficult to interpret.q Since the major objection to a linear
probability model-that it predicts out of range-is empirically seldom impor
tant in large samples, there is often no need to use the more complex logistic
model (see, for example, Goodman 1976), Also, improved estimates of the
linear probability model can be obtained by using weighted least squares in
stead of ordinary least squares.

Another econometric problem arises because of the presence of a time
series of cross sections. Each household is present in the sample from one to
eight times, representing each year from 1957 through 1964 that the house
hold lived in the Bay Area. If the yearly cross sections were pooled, the implicit
assumption of regression analysis-that the sample was independently
drawn-would no longer be correct because the intrahousehold variance
among yea;s is probably smaller than the interhousehold variance across the
cross section W

Fortunately, pooling is not necessary for some of the population subgroups
where the sample size is large enough to permit independent estimation of the
cross-sectional parameters. Acomparison was made among the cross-sectional
estimates for one subpopulation, white male renters, with the aim of finding
out whether there was consistency or an interpretable pattern in the signs and
magnitudes of the coefficients. Chow statistics (Chow 1%0) were computed
for each year for both mobility equations to test the null hypothesis of equality
in the coefficients between that year and the pooled sample. The acceptance
of the null hypothesis in fifteen tests at the 5 percent level and all sixteen at a
slightly higher confidence level seems a clear indication that pooling is a useful
method for improving the estimates.

As noted the decision to move the residence and the decision to move the
workplace ~re seemingly interrelated. In a frictionless world with perfect
markets, the decisions should in fact be simultaneous. Therefore, it makes
sense to treat the two equations as jointly determined in a simultaneous
model. The problem of the joint estimation of relationships involving
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dichotomous dependent variables has been investigated by Zellner and Lee
(1965). Their approach is based on Zellner's method of estimating seemingly
unrelated regressions (1962) and yields estimators that are, at least
asymptotically, more efficient than single·equation techniques.

The Zellner-Lee method, however, does not correct for the inconsistency of
the parametric estimates. One solution to this problem would be to use two·
stage least squares to obtain consistent estimates of the structural r.nodel.
When two or more equations in a system of simultaneous equations are over·
identified (as in this model, where both equations are overidentified), the addi
tional technique of three-stage least squares, developed by Zellner and Theil
(1962), may be applied. That, too, uses Zellner's method to obtain
asymptotically more efficient consistent estimates.

Neither weighted least squares (WLS) nor Zellner·Lee joint estimation (ZLjE)
provides better point estimates of the parameters than ordinary least squares
(OLS) for the two equations, but the WLS and ZLjE estimates each have smaller
standard errors. Two· and three·stage least squares offer more consistent esti
mates, but OLS, WLS, and ZLjE give results very similar to these two
simultaneous methods."

Pooling cross sections over time (eight years) provides a larger sample and
decreases the standard errors of the coefficient estimates. Balancing these con·
siderations, I chose ZLjE to estimate linear probability models using the pooled
sample.

[III] ESTIMATION OF THE MOBILITY MODEL

One way of testing whether the mobility decisions are sequential, as propo
nents of the workplace and residence dominance theories suggest, or indepen
dent, as many sociologists maintain, would be to examine cross tabulations of
residential and workplace mobility. A finding that a sizable number of house
holds moved their workplace but not their residence would be evidence that
the workplace dominance theory does not hold exactly. Similarly, a finding that
a sizable number of households moved their residence but not their workplace
would be evidence that residence dominance does not hold. The problem
with such deductions, however, is that other influences are not held constant.
There are several other reasons for moving the residence or workplace. Even
simultaneous mobility is not evidence of interdependence unless these other
influences are somehow controlled for.

Regression techniques accomplish this and make it possible to examine the
theories in isolation. The coefficients of the two workplace-related variables,
WKPL and WKPLX, in the residential mobility equation and of the two
residence-related variables, RESID and RESIDX, in the workplace mobility equa-



TABLE 3 Workplace- and Residence-related Coefficients
(figures in parentheses are standard errors of the coefficients)

Workplace"related Residence-related
Coefficients: Coefficients:

Residential Mobility Workplace Mobility
Equation Equation

Sample Sample
Subpopulation WKPL WKPLX Size RESID RESIDX Size

White male renters .150 .033 2,670 .079 .027 3,011
(.023) (.028) (.015) (.018)

White male owners .054 .034 7,968 .066 .019 8,199
(.011 ) (.011 ) (.012) (.010)

White female renters .269 .164 628 .123 .002 694
(.049) (.060) (.032) (.034)

White female owners .090 "".013 597 .096 .073 593
(.041 ) (.040) (.043) (.042)

Black male renters .064 .130 276 .043 .135 318
(.078) (.080) (.049) (.053)

Black male owners .060 .004 456 .056 .118 467
(.049) (.049) (.048) (.040)

Black female renters .034 -.143 83 .023 "".078 92
(.131) (.145) (.088) (.093)

Oriental male renters .208 -.133 154 .090 .004 165
(.104) (.128) (.067) (.086)

Oriental male owners "".016 .066 211 "".066 -.068 222
(.074) (.074) (.070) (.053)

Spanish-surnamed male .133 .184 143 .084 .017 164
renters (.111) (.121) (.067) (.078)

Spanish-surnamed male -.076 .021 130 -.169 -.204 136
owners (.081 ) (.086) (.107) (.073)

NOTE: WKPL is a dummy variable equaling 1.0 when a workplace move occurs in the current year and is
zero otherwise. WKPLX is identically defined for the previous year. RESID is a dummy variable equal,
ing 1.0 when a residence move occurs in the current year and is zero otherwise. RESIDX is identically
defined for the previous year.

The Zellner,Lee joint estimation technique was used. Samples exclude those households that
moved their residence Gn the residential mobility equation) or their workplace Gn the workplace
mobility equation) during the previous year.

SOURCE: Appendix tables A-2 and A,3, available on request to the National Bureau of Economic Research.

tion are shown in Table 3.12 A pattern of signs consistent with the workplace
dominance theory would be positive workplace"related coefficients in the resi
dential mobility equation and zero or negative residence-related coefficients in
the workplace equation: workplace moves induce residential moves but not
vice versa.13 Conversely, a pattern of signs consistent with the residence domi
nance theory would consist of zero or negative coefficients in the first two col
umns of Table 3 and positive coefficients in the last two: residential moves in
duce workplace moves but not vice versa. The first conclusion to be drawn is
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that both simple hypotheses-"workplace change afil'cts residential mobility
in a positive direction" and "r{'sidence change affects worlvlace mobility in a
positive direction" -are confirmed.

Furthermore there is very strong evidence that white men are neither
workplace nor residence dominated. A change in workplace location increases
the probability of a residential move by 15.0 percentage points for renters and
5.4 percentage points for owners; while a change in residential location in
creases the probability of a workplace move by 7.9 percentage points for ren
ters and 6.6 percentage points for owners. In addition, there is a sizable lagged
effect. For those families not moving their residence in the previous year, a
workplace move in the previous year increases the probability of a residential
move in the current year by 3.3 percentage points for renters and 3.4 percen
tage points for owners. For those household heads not moving their workplace
location in the previous year, a residential move in the previous year increases
the probability of a workplace move in the current year by 2.7 percentage
points for renters and 1.9 percentage points for owners.

The relationship between the magnitudes of the coefficients of WKPL and
WKPLX and between the coefficients of REStD and RESIDX gives some addi
tional information. The larger the coefficient of the lagged term relative to the
concurrent term, the more difficult it is to adjust the residential or workplace
location in response to workplace or residential mobility, respectively.14 Thus,
white male owners find it more difficult to adjust their residence in response to
a workplace location change than do white male renters (0.034 is a larger frac
tion of 0.054 than 0.033 is of 0.150). There is little difference in the workplace
adjustment speeds of renters and owners in response to residential location
changes (0.027 is approximately the same fraction of 0.079 as 0.019 is of
0.066). For white male renters, the coefficient of RESIDX is a larger percentage
of the coefficient of RESID than the coefficient of WKPLX is of the coefficient of
WKPL (34 percent versus 22 percent). This seems to confirm, for white mail'
renters at least, that it is harder to change workplace than it is to change resi
dence. The opposite, however, holds for white male owners.

White females also do not appear to be either residence or workplace dom
inated. The large coefficient of WKPLX for white female renters indicates they
may have difficulty adjusting their residential location in the same period as a
workplace move since the sample excludes households moving their residence
in the previous year. Similarly, the large coefficient of RESIDX for white female
owners indicates they have difficulty adjusting their workplace location in the
same period as a residential move.

Black male renters and owners are likewise neither workplace nor residence
dominated. The renters seem to be very constrained in their residence-location
choices, and all black males seem to be very constrained in their workplace
location choices. This is suggested by comparing the coefficients of the lagged
terms with thp. coefficients of the concurrent ones; the former are at least
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twice as large as the latter. The slow speed of adjustment holds for S'Janish
male renters' residential mobility as well: their WKPLX coefficient is abo~t one
and one-half times as large as the coefficients of WKPL. Oriental male renters,
by contrast, act much more like white male renters than like the other non
white groups in terms of the speed of adjustment of their residential loration.
Oriental male renters' socioeconomic characteristics such as income and
education make them more like white male renters than like the other two
nonwhite renter groups. Any segregation that does take place for this group is
probably because of ethnic bonds rather than discrimination. The behavior of
both Oriental and Spanish male renters in terms of workplace mobility is more
similar to that of white than of black male renters,

The coefficients for black female renters, though in some cases large in mag
nitude, are never greater than their standard errors. This is an indication that
their workplace- and residence-location decisions are not closely linked. The
negative coefficients of the lagged terms show that if such a household does
not move right away in response to a workplace or residential move, it is even
less likely to move in subsequent years. Oriental and Spanish male owners ap
pear likely to be residence dominated. Residential moves make it less likely for
workplace mobility to tak~ place, while workplace moves have an insignificant
effect on residential mobility.

This evidence is an important confirmation of the view that the residential
and workplace mobility decisions are made interdependently. Of the eleven
subpopulations studied here, only black female renters appear to make their
decisions to move the residence and the workplace independently, and this
conclusion is not firm because of the large standard errors of the coefficients
(owing to the small sample sizes). There is no strong evidence that households
in general are either residence or workplace dominated. Households in only
two of the subpopulations, Oriental and Spanish male owners, seem residence
dominated in their mobility decisions, and none appears to be workplace dom
inated."

lIv] SUMMARY OF RESULTS

In this study a linear probability model of residential and workplace mobility
was estimated using the Zellner-Lee joint estimation technique. A time series
of cross sections was pooled, allOWing more efficient estimation, use of addi
tional independent variables, and wider coverage of the sample subpopula
tions (stratified by race, sex of the head, and prior tenure).

The major conclusions are that a change in workplace significantly increases
the probability of a residential move and a change in residence significantly in
creases the probability of a workplace move. Only black female renters may
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make these two dt'Clsions independently of p,lth other. Neitlwr the workpl,He
dominarKc nor the rbidem e dUllli, hllll.l' l! It~()1 y fully dl'suibt's the intel<1(
tions between residence and workpl.lcl' location for most of the groups_ POSSI

ble exceptions are Oriental and Spanish male owners, who appear to be
residence domin,lted. When current-year data only are used, several groups
appear to be residence or workplace dominated but there is no evidence of
dominance when a longer period of adjustment is used (two years in this casel.
Theories of mobility must address the interdependence of these decisions ex-

plicitly.
Conceptually, the results reported here Me only a first 5tep towMd the

development of a truly simultaneous model of household workpl.lCe ,1Ild resi
dential choice. Ideally, one would like to study not only the household's resi
dential and workplace mobility decisions, but also actual locational decisions,
modal choice for work trips, and asset ownership de(isions, partiullarly on

autos and homes.

NOTES

1. In the currc'nt version of Ihe model. thl' workplacl' dominanu' ilssumption is rl'laxl'd. both
workplace dnd rl'sidentlal changl's ,Ire modpled l'xplicitly, non-whiles and familil's without

a working hl~ad arl' indudl'd, as arl' c'ndogl'nous job changl'S, and an ilTlprm'l'd micro

analytic simulation tl'chniqul' is used.
2. ills illlpoltant to note, howl'ver, that m,uket imperkClions such as Ie'asl's ,md contracts as

wl'lI as househuld expc'ctations make' it impossible to infc'r causatiun from ubsl'rved

mcbility behavior.
3. See Kain ,lnd Quigley (19751 fur ,1 diSCUSSion of hl,donic indl'xl's and the pricing of housing

servicc·s.
4. Owners have milde a I,U8l', immobile capital investment. costly to turn over, espc'ually if

taxes must bl' paid on any re,llized capital gain.
5. See Weinberg (forthcoming) fur a dptal!c'd discussion of thesl' othl'r deternllrldnts.

6. Tbe dc'scription of the data basc' is, in part. adaJltl'd irom a desUlptien in Brown (1'1751,

which is also a study of household mobility.
7. SpeClfic,llly, the means and st,mdard dl'viations of Ihl' median incomc's Wl're ubtainpd fur

each year separately. The census tr,lets Wl're thl'n separated into catl'goril's as follows:
(1) more than two standard ueviations below thl' mean; 12) one tu two standard dl'viations

below the mean; ()) within onl' standard dl'viatioll of the mpan; 14) onl' to two standard

deviations above the ml',tn; and 15) morc' than two standard deviations above' thl' meall.
8. As the unemployment rate rises, it seems plausib/l' to pxpettless volllnt,uy llnemploympnt

and, consl'qlll'ntly, Ie'ss workplace mobility. Like'wlsP. .1 tight housing Illarke't is expc'llpd to

lead to Il'sS ·esidential mobility. SilK!' datd on vacancy rates (as w"'l as sl'\'l'ral othpr varia
bles) were not available, the mortage ratl' was uspd as .1 proxy for housing market tightness.

9. Programming advances since this analysis was completed 11975) havl' made logit estima

tion cheaper and c'asier to use, though still somewhat expensive fur l.ugl' salnpll's.
10. One econometric solution to the problt~m of pooling is to use all l'trU' components moul'l

(see, for example, Iv\uddala 1971). To USl' that model, it is nl'cessary to havc' observations

on each household in eMh time pel/c,d ,md a satisfactory distributed prror tl'rm--condi
tiom that are not ml't herl'.
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11 See Wt'inhl'l~ r197S) for further dl'>lU,'llHl dod cump,H.ll,w ",tinuti;)'l n'sults.
12. Appendix tables :\-2 and A-:l cont,1;n complete re~r'-'ssions re;ults for the oHlhiiity I'qua

tions. (The ,lpllI'nch is ,wail,lhle fro III the Natll)n,11 Buredu of Economic ReSl'Mch.l rllP

re,ults for the sodoeconOllllC ,1nd l·xogenously dl'termined Vdli,lllles are discussed in Wein
berg (1977). Note th,1t thp conventionaltc'sts of si~nifil.lnc(' for the I st,1Iistic5 do not dpply
(see Nerlove and Press i'i73, pp. 5-61.

13. Negative coefficients for RESID ,\nel RESIDX would suggest that the household was 50 tied
down to its workplace that an adjustment of the journey to work occurs only VI<1 residenti,11
mobility. Positive coefficients on RESID and RESIDX would he consistent with d workplace
dominance theory nnly if thc' sole reason for a residential move was a IHecpdtng (or
planned) workplace move.

14. If there were no market imperfections, all adjustments to thp diseqUilibrium ([eated hI' a
workplace or residential move would take place concurrently. The more Important the tnr
riers to adjustment hC'come, the longer becomes the lag in the re,ponse to the dise
quilibrium. In the sample used in this .utide, only housc·holds not adjusting either thl'
workp!dfl' or the residc'ntiallocation during the previous yeM MC indudl'd; therefore, the
relative nMRnitudes of the lagged and concurrent t,'rms give' some information on the
delaying effects of any imperfections. The IMger the codfic ient on the (lIrrent term rel'ltivc'
to the 1,1gged term, the mOil' likely it is for an adjustment to have taken place com urrpntly
rather than with somr delay, suggesting easier adjustment than if the relative magnitudes
werc reversl'd. These lagged coefficients may have other meanings; f(Jf example, they
could represent difference, inlwhavioral response among the subpopulations. Nonetheless,
their interpretation as representing either difficulty in adlustnll'nt or differences in
behavinral response (or some combination of the two) dcws Ilot alief! the conclusions
reached about residence am) workplace dominance.

15. One problem with the analysis is its partial cquiliblium nature. The general eqUilibrium
problem involves several consideratiom not dealt ",:ith in this analysis, including the chang
ing distribution of the housing stock (as the stock dep;CCt,1tes ,1nd replacement, conversion,
and expansion take place in different areas} and the changing distribution of jobs and firms
in the urban area.
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